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V
E RY T H A N K F U L . T H A N K Y O U F O R
ALLOWING ME A SPACE WHERE
I CAN SPEAK MY MIND. I
APPRECIATE EVERYONE HERE
WILLING TO SHARE THEIR
EXPERIENCES WITH ME.
In the beginning we didn’t know
what we wanted to come out
of this. We played with the
idea of making an entire

many people we fall

magazine but then

in love with daily that

we realized how

just need that love and

support poured into them.

To be featured in this digital

editorial means that your

craft is respected, your time

isn’t coming, it’s here already. To

those that get an opportunity to

meet and support these people, this

is your reassurance that your love is not

wasted. The people that get featured in

this editorial have a magic that deserves to

be shared, you’re welcome.
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MIC WRECK
TALKS LIFE,
PASSION, AND
SUPERHEROES.
What talents do you possess? If you weren’t doing
this than what would you be doing?
I possess many talents with the blessing from
God, but what I’m most focused on is Music,
Art and Fashion. If I wasn’t doing any of these
talents I would be a football coach for a high
school team.

Where are you from?
I was born in Cleveland, Ohio and grew up on
St. Clair. Some things I went through when I
was younger was a lot of drugs and violence
that could easily suck you in if you were weak
minded. Gratefully I had two great parents
growing up that did their best with what was in
front of them and teaching me the core values
of life that I use today.

Where does your inspiration come from?
I find my artistic inspiration from everyday life.
I like the authentic feel of letting things come
to me naturally and not forcing it. That’s what
made me what I am today.

Talk about your most recent project.
My latest visual “Lose” shot by Bolo who is
super dope. We came up with a vision and
executed it giving people something fresh to
vibe to. I am also proud of dropping the first
pieces of my clothing line, VolerL’ame. We sold
out in the first week! I feel like my next drop
will sell out faster.

Who is one of your real-life superheroes?
My superhero is my father. He is one of the

Mic Wreck said keep looking out for
the following artists.

most talented and loving people you’ll ever come across.

Keep it real, what are you doing it all for?
The purpose of me promoting is to gain lifetime family through the
love of the Music and Fashion and make people feel good about
themselves when they are apart of it.

That’s mad admirable! Anything else?
I wanna give a shout out to all of my brothers, my family and God
for always being there for me. I wouldn’t be the person I am today
without them.

Dana Saf, FlyTye, Reno250, TredoeHitta, Goldie, Summr, &
Freshie.
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Steal The Soul - Volerl’ame
From Cleveland to California this luxury fashion
brand has put in the effort to provide HIGHQUALITY unlike any other brand. Comfort, style
in design, this isn’t your ordinary brand, the
Creator Michael Craig sat down and told us why.

Special Designer Wear Volerl’ame only drops 10 items
at a time making them all limited
edition pieces.
Volerl’ame’s owner Michael Craig, feels like
the line allows him to “[explore] the world
[and] experience other cultures and how they
[live].” You can tell through his unique designs
that each piece is tailored for a different
international sensation. You can wear your
limited piece with pride knowing that you’re one
of the select few that get to have a piece.
Gone are the days of sharing is caring, Craig’s
line allows an inclusive set of people the
opportunity to have an exclusive piece. Starting
FALL 2020 you can access volerlame.com for all
new drops.
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“This entire EP gives some good vibes to ride to, smoke to, and have a good time” (Wreck,
2020). Especially at a time when it’s needed most, Mic Wreck has consistently been providing
great west coast vibes to the mid-west. With popular radio and club hits like ‘Lose’ and ‘Pull
Up’, Wreck has been able to enter the industry and provide standards for upcoming artists.

He makes songs that people can really relax to. Cleveland, OH doesn’t have many songs that
focus on giving the culture of the city to the outside world. Mic Wreck focuses on allowing
people to experience the natural vibe that every Clevelander brags about. There’s a reason
Clevelander’s are so diehard, and that’s because of people like Mic Wreck.

Inspiring. Creating. Evolving.

Careful what you wish for introduces one of the cities newest hits “No Extra’s”. Once again Mic
Wreck has proven to continue that essential polish we expect from him. Download this track
on all the hottest platforms today!
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With a goal to tap into both the fashion and music industry,
there is no reason to hold back, and Mic doesn’t. The direction that he puts into his art style and the skill he possesses
to bring stories to life allows him to be one of Cleveland,
OH’s most skilled artists. Versatility - Purpose - Talent, Mic
Wreck.

MY FASHION
ICON IS KANYE
WEST. I’VE ALWAYS
ADMIRED HOW
INNOVATIVE &
CAREFREE HE IS
WITH HIS ART.
THAT’S HOW I FEEL
I AM MYSELF.

”

Mic Wreck

CHECK THIS ARTIST OUT

Instagram
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Twitter

Additional
Options
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